
REGULATION

SPECIFIC INFORMATIONS :

1. KCE RACING EVENTS is the organizer of the event.
2. The Misanino international final is open at all the drivers
3. Registrations will opens on May 1st and closes on October 7th
4. The cost of the event is € 150,00





1. ADMITTED DRIVERS:

1. Drivers with a minimum age of 14 (born in 2010) are admitted. only the organizer will be
able to make exceptions.
2. Kart: Sodi SR4 honda 390cc 4 stroke
3. Each driver must be equipped with: integral helmet, racing suit, gloves and shoes. The
use of a ribs protector is recommended but not obligatory.
4. Categories :
• Master (before 31/12/1985)
• Senior (from 1/01/2004 to 31/12/1985)
• Junior (after 01/01/2004)

2. WEIGHT AND BALLASTS:

1. Driver weight: minimum 85 kg
2. Drivers will be check the weight every time they return to the pit lane and at the
end of each session. The limit of weight available to karts is 30 kg. The driver is required to
comply with the minimum weight with his own ballasts, provided they are considered
safe by the organizer and the race director
3. Each missing kg will be 5 second penalty.

3. DRAW

1. The race number will be the same for the entire event.
2. Every time before entering the track there will be a new draw

4. QUALIFICATION

1. Qualifications will be before every heats and the semi-final
2. 1 launch lap, 1 timed lap and returning lap
3. It will be possible to slow down on the track provided that the first pilot launched

reaches you
4. If you do not respect point 3 you will be classified in last position

5. RACE

1. The start will be at the traffic lights
2. in the heat there will be a mandatory pit stop from lap 2 to 10
3. in the semi-final there will be a mandatory pit stop from laps 2 to 11
4. in the final there will be a pit stop with mandatory kart changes from laps 7 to 12
5. for all races the pit time will be 60 seconds
6. If there will be a pit time under 60 seconds, the penalty will be 5 seconds plus the

seconds that you have just gained.
7. Any misbehavior will be reported with the "under investigation" sign and decided at

the end of the race (even in the case of only a warning).



6. SEMI-FINAL

1. there will be an intermediate ranking after the heats and the 3 semi-finals will be
created.

2. example: 1° - A, 2° - B, 3° - C, 4° - A, 5° - B, 6° - C, 7° - A, 8° - B, 9° - C……..

7. GENERAL RANKING

1. At the end of the race the driver with more points will be the winner
2. 4 rankings: junior-senior-master-absolute

8. PRIZES

1. Trophies for the top 3 in each category
2. Itaka voucher for (junior/senior/master) (1st € 200,00 / 2nd € 100,00 / 3rd € 50,00)
3. To the overall winner there will be a test with a 2 stroke racing kart in a professional

team
4. The Misanino sprint cup championship will also be rewarded.



9. PROGRAM

will be modified based on the number of members


